In vitro dose comparison of Respimat® inhaler with dry powder inhalers for COPD maintenance therapy
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Background: Combining in vitro mouth–throat deposition measurements, cascade impactor data and computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations, four different inhalers were compared which are indicated for chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) treatment.

Methods: The Respimat inhaler, the Breezhaler, the Genuair, and the Ellipta were coupled to the idealized Alberta throat model. The modeled dose to the lung (mDTL) was collected downstream of the Alberta throat model using either a filter or a next generation impactor (NGI). Idealized breathing patterns from COPD patient groups – moderate and very severe COPD – were applied. Theoretical lung deposition patterns were assessed by an individual path model.

Results and conclusion: For the Respimat the mDTL was found to be 59% (SD 5%) for the moderate COPD breathing pattern and 67% (SD 5%) for very severe COPD breathing pattern. The percentages refer to nominal dose (ND) in vitro. This is in the range of 44%–63% in vivo in COPD patients who display large individual variability. Breezhaler showed a mDTL of 43% (SD 2%) for moderate disease simulation and 51% (SD 2%) for very severe simulation. The corresponding results for Genuair are mDTL of 32% (SD 2%) for moderate and 42% (SD 1%) for very severe disease. Ellipta vilanterol particles showed a mDTL of 49% (SD 3%) for moderate and 55% (SD 2%) for very severe disease simulation, and Ellipta fluticasone particles showed a mDTL of 33% (SD 3%) and 41% (SD 2%), respectively for the two breathing patterns. Based on the throat output and average flows of the different inhalers, CFD simulations were performed. Laminar and turbulent steady flow calculations indicated that deposition occurs mainly in the small airways. In summary, Respimat showed the lowest amount of particles depositing in the mouth–throat model and the highest amount reaching all regions of the simulation lung model.
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Introduction

The delivery efficiencies of the Respimat inhaler (Spiriva) and three competing inhalers, the Breezhaler (Seebri) the Genuair (Eklira), and the Ellipta (Relvar) inhalers were expected to differ. Except for the Ellipta, the evaluated inhalers contained a muscarinic receptor antagonist as active ingredient.

As a direct comparison of inhalers in real patients is difficult because of the variability inevitably introduced by the patients, the inhalers were compared using in vitro methods and computational simulations considering morphometric features of throat and lung and flow mechanics as described by Finlay.¹ The experimental setup for the inhaler tests produced realistic breathing patterns and consisted of the Alberta throat model,² a lung simulator, and a next generation pharmaceutical impactor (NGI).
The setup was chosen in analogy to Olsson et al. and Wachtel et al. The breathing patterns had previously been recorded of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) patient groups with different severities and using devices of different flow resistance. For this study, moderate and very severe COPD cohorts were selected according to global initiative for chronic obstructive lung disease (GOLD) criteria and the flow resistance of the device under test was considered.

From real lung casts to idealized computational lung models
The first realistic data and dimensions of the human lung were collected by developing resin casts or silicone rubber casts of the lung. Based on these measurements Finlay et al developed an idealized lung geometry whereas other 3D-lung models expanding to the 4th or up to the 15th lung generation consisted of idealized geometries based on CT scan data. Results of laminar and turbulent simulations with different inlet profiles were compared showing that with turbulent inlet profiles laminar and low Reynolds number (LRN) k–ω simulations provided the best fit to their empirical results. A detailed overview over different lung models is provided by Longest and Holbrook.

In the present single path computational fluid dynamics (CFD) model the particle deposition by impaction was simulated in the different regions of the lung. Comparison with the receptor density provided an idea of favorable deposition sites which could be reached using the right particle sizes at specific flow conditions and inhaler-specific mass-flows. The deposition model did not predict pharmacologic effects in vivo but it characterized the match between possible target and deposition site of the aerosol particles under well-defined conditions.

Muscarinic receptor density
Inhaled anticholinergics, such as tiotropium bromide, glycopyrronium bromide, aclidinium bromide, and umeclidinium bromide are the most effective class of bronchodilators in the treatment of COPD because airway cholinergic tone is the only known reversible component of this disease. M1 and M3 receptors are the targets for the therapeutic application of muscarinic antagonists in COPD disease treatment. Antagonism of M3 mediates the bronchodilatation because smooth muscles in the lungs are relaxed and, therefore, the airways are expanded, making breathing easier. Blocking of M1 and M3 in the submucosal glands decreases the mucus secretion that can plug the airways.

Due to the importance of M1 and M3 receptors their density was visualized in the 3D-lung model by coloring it according to Bmax values (maximum receptor density, Table S1). For the receptor density in the human trachea Bmax values of M1, M2, and M3 receptors were not stated separately, but the density was assumed to be higher than in the bronchi. The total receptor density in the human tracheal smooth muscle membrane was found to be 123 fmol/mg (±16) protein but it was not clear in which proportion the M2 and M3 receptors existed in the human trachea.

Materials and methods
Test inhalers
Respimat contained tiotropium in an aqueous solution and was compared to Breezhaler, a capsule based dry powder inhaler, Genuair, and Ellipta, two multidose dry powder inhalers. Table 1 summarizes the outer appearance and the main features of the inhalers used in this study.

Flow resistances of the inhalers
Besides the different operating principles and required handling steps the flow resistances of the devices affect the patient’s inhalation experience. For adjusting the breathing patterns to the three different inhalers their flow resistances were determined. Therefore, the pressure drops were measured at different specified flow rates in a setup according to USP <601>. Two graphical presentations of the inspiratory effort are given in Figure 1 displaying the typical range by including a range of commercially available inhalers. Technically, the pressure drop generated by the inhaler is measured as a function of the flow rate.

In vitro deposition testing setup
The mass median aerodynamic diameter (MMAD), the fine particle fraction (FPF [<5 μm]) of the nominal dose (ND), and the biorelevant modeled dose to the lung (mDTL) were measured using either a NGI (Figure 2) or a filter setup (Figure 3). The setup shown in Figure 2 consisted of a throat model (Alberta throat model made of aluminum, Prof W Finlay, Univ. Alberta), a mixing inlet connected to the lung simulator (ASL 5000 Active Servo Lung, IngMar Medical, Pittsburgh, USA) and connected to the preseparator which was placed on top of the NGI (Copley Scientific Ltd, Nottingham, UK). The inside of the throat model, the preseparator and the impactor cups were coated with Brij®-glycerol emulsion (Brij 35®, Polyoxyethylene monolaurylester, Serva, Electrophoresis GmbH, Heidelberg, Germany) for avoiding re-entrainment and for simulating the wet mucosal surface.
The inhalers under test were attached to the throat model using different appropriate air-tight adapters (manufactured by Boehringer Ingelheim, Germany) for their mouthpieces. They were centered with the mouth cavity and aligned with their axis parallel to the “tongue”.

Breathing patterns
The breathing patterns shown in Figure 4 were generated in the previous study from patients with moderate or very severe COPD according to GOLD. Average breathing patterns (flow rate vs time) were found to resemble a curve composed of at least two skewed log-normal distributions. A mathematical model was adapted to fit these curves depending on dedicated inhalation experiments depending on severity of disease and flow resistance of the device. Here, the breathing patterns were used for the in vitro experiments as well as for setting a representative flow during the CFD simulation. For CFD simulation the mean flow rates of very severe COPD patterns during actual drug delivery of 55, 74, and 38 L/min were used for simplification. The peak flow rates would be higher but the mean flow rates were still comparable to the flow rates of the breathing patterns used by Zanker et al for in vitro deposition experiments with Seebri Breezhaler.

The existence of many publications on different inhalation breathing patterns shows that there is no generally accepted set of flow profiles available yet.

For the lower flow of the very severe COPD-pattern the first setup with NGI (Figure 2) was used. The higher flow rates of the moderate COPD-pattern demanded a simpler filter setup (Figure 3) because a peak flow up to 120 L/min
was required. The correct generation of breathing patterns was validated by a MasterScope pneumotachograph (Jaeger/Cardinal Health, Hoechberg, Germany). During the check runs the inhalers were located inside an airtight plastic chamber with their mouthpieces protruding to the outside. All air intruding into the chamber was registered by the pneumotachograph. The breathing pattern was accepted when the maximum air flow and the inhalation volume did not differ 7% from the reference values.

The air flow in the NGI was constantly set to 70 L/min (for Respimat measurements with low flow rate of the breathing pattern) or 100 L/min (for the dry powder inhalers and higher flow rates of the breathing patterns). When the lung simulator started the breathing pattern it actually reduced the incoming pressurized air while the outflow remained constant. In this way, the aspirated air was drawn through the throat model. The three inhalers were used according to the patient information leaflet, for example, the Genuair inhaler was used in a horizontal position, the inhalation with the Breezhaler was repeated, when the emptying of the capsule was not successful at the first try. All experiments were performed in triplicate.

Collection of samples
For all inhalers 10 doses were inhaled by the testing system to reach a concentration of API (active pharmaceutical ingredient) in the NGI cups and in the filter high enough for

---

**Figure 1** Air flow characteristics of marketed inhalers.
**Notes:** (A) Flow resistance of the inhalers (n=3 replicates) in the context of other marketed products. Respimat has the lowest resistance of 0.04 Sqrt(mbar) min/L, followed by Breezhaler, 0.06 Sqrt(mbar) min/L; Genuair, 0.1 Sqrt(mbar) min/L; and Ellipta, 0.1 Sqrt(mbar) min/L. P is the pressure at specified flow and Sqrt() is the square root of the contents included in brackets. (B) Linear regressions of the square root of the pressure drop as a function of the flow rate for different inhalers. The indicated slope equals to the flow resistance. Using SI units, for Respimat a resistance of 22,300 Sqrt(Pa) s/m$^3$ was found, for Breezhaler 36,200 Sqrt(Pa) s/m$^3$. Genuair and Ellipta showed the same flow resistance of 58,400 Sqrt(Pa) s/m$^3$. Regression coefficients are provided and rounded to 1.00 with the exception of Genuair, where a moving part inside modifies the flow resistance at about 40 L/min.

---

**Figure 2** Impactor measurement.
**Notes:** Setup consisting of Alberta throat model, mixing inlet, lung simulator, and NGI. For aqueous aerosol (Respimat) the feed air was humidified (RH >95%) in order to avoid artificial particle shrinking inside the impactor. For dry powders, ambient nonhumidified air was used, which had a relative humidity of 40%–50%.
**Abbreviations:** ASL, active servo lung; NGI, next generation impactor; RH, relative humidity.

---

**Figure 3** Filter measurement.
**Notes:** Setup consisting of Alberta throat model, lung simulator and filter for the collection of the modeled dose to the lung. The tilt provided the horizontal operation required for the Genuair inhaler.
**Abbreviation:** ASL, active servo lung.
routine high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) analysis. Quantitative results were obtained by validated HPLC analysis. During the tests, which were based on assay methods, degradation was avoided and the review on validation by Maggio et al was taken into account.23

Lung geometry for CFD simulation
The lung geometry was constructed using SolidWorks® Premium 2012 (SP5.0 © 1995–2012 Dassault Systèmes, Vélizy-Villacoublay, France). Relevant geometry data are shown in Table S2. Lengths and diameters were based on Finlay’s findings1 who refers to Raabe et al and Haefeli-Bleuer and Weibel,9 angles between the daughter and parent branches were taken from Raabe et al.8 The radius of the rounding of the cusp at each bifurcation was 10%±1% of the parent generation diameter.

Figure 5 displays the lung volume accumulated along the generations. The volume which is not present in the air ducts is that of the alveolar space and is accounted for by out-flow boundary conditions.

After the 3D representation of the airways was finalized, a volume mesh was created using the Tgrid mesh generator (ANSYS, Canonsburg, PA, USA). It consisted of 26,000,000 tetrahedral cells, and was converted in Fluent to 6,600,000 polyhedral cells. Figure 6 gives examples of the mesh uniformity and the element size in comparison with the dimensions

---

**Figure 4** Inhalation flow profiles.
**Notes:** The profiles in full (Respimat, spontaneous inspiration), dotted (Breezhaler, forced inspiration), and broken thick lines (Genuair and Ellipta, forced inspiration) were used in this study and represent fit curves to average inhalation profiles of patients with the indicated severity of disease and taking into account the different flow resistances of the devices and the breathing modes. Reproduced with permission from Respiratory Drug Delivery 2006, Virginia Commonwealth University and RDD Online.1
**Abbreviation:** COPD, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease.

**Figure 5** Cumulative lung volume of the air ducts in the present simulation model, of the theoretical calculated volume and of the volume provided by Finlay including alveoles as a function of the airway generation.
**Note:** Reprinted from The mechanics of inhaled pharmaceutical aerosols, Finlay WH, Copyright (2001), with permission from Elsevier.1
of the air ducts. CFD was investigated applying Ansys Fluent Version 14.5 and Version 15 (ANSYS).

Underlying assumptions of the model calculation
Evaporation of aqueous droplets was considered improbable on their way from the trachea to the small airways, so this effect was not included in the CFD simulation. Hygroscopic effects which might increase the particle size in dry powders were neglected. Thus, the output particle size of the inhalers was not modified during the model calculation.

As a single path was intended to be extrapolated to cover the whole lung, reference to an external coordinate system was deemed not appropriate, and therefore gravitational effects were excluded.

Results
NGI and filter measurements with throat model
Table 2 quantitatively documents the various throat deposition data. The output of the Alberta throat is the modeled mDTL which was assessed experimentally. For both breathing patterns, the results show that mDTL is maximized by Respimat.

For the Respimat inhaler mDTL was found to be 59% (SD 5%) for the moderate COPD breathing pattern and 67% (SD 5%) for very severe COPD breathing pattern. The percentages refer to ND in vitro. Breezhaler showed a mDTL of 43% (SD 2%) for moderate disease simulation and 51% (SD 2%) for very severe simulation. The corresponding results for Genuair are mDTL of 32% (SD 2%) for moderate and 42% (SD 1%) for very severe states. Ellipta vilanterol particles showed a mDTL of 49% (SD 3%) for moderate and 55% (SD 2%) for very severe disease simulation, and Ellipta fluticasone particles showed a mDTL of 33% (SD 3%) and 41% (SD 2%), respectively, for moderate and very severe breathing patterns.

A significant difference in lung deposition concerning the two different breathing patterns (P-value of moderate vs very severe COPD pattern) was observed for all dry powder inhalers (Breezhaler, 0.0049; Genuair, 0.0026; Ellipta vilanterol, 0.031; Ellipta fluticasone, 0.0153), not for Respimat (P=0.0991, confidence interval 95%, two-sided t-test). The mDTL values of the tested APIs showed significant differences (0.0004<P<0.033) between the breathing patterns in the case of all inhaler combinations except for Genuair and Ellipta fluticasone which had very

Table 2 Results of all filter and NGI measurements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Respimat</th>
<th>Breezhaler</th>
<th>Genuair</th>
<th>Ellipta vilanterol</th>
<th>Ellipta fluticasone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Moderate, COPD</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inhaler (%ND)</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Throat (%ND)</td>
<td>34.0</td>
<td>40.2</td>
<td>61.2</td>
<td>40.9</td>
<td>56.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mDTL (%ND)</td>
<td>59.2</td>
<td>42.5*</td>
<td>31.8*</td>
<td>48.8*</td>
<td>33.2*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DD (%ND)</td>
<td>93.1</td>
<td>82.7</td>
<td>93.0</td>
<td>89.7</td>
<td>89.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very severe, COPD</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inhaler (%ND)</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Throat (%ND)</td>
<td>27.2</td>
<td>31.3</td>
<td>63.0</td>
<td>50.5</td>
<td>53.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mDTL (%ND)</td>
<td>67.4</td>
<td>51.1*</td>
<td>41.9*</td>
<td>55.0*</td>
<td>40.7*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DD (%ND)</td>
<td>94.7</td>
<td>82.4</td>
<td>104.9</td>
<td>105.5</td>
<td>94.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FPF (%ND)</td>
<td>44.7</td>
<td>43.1</td>
<td>36.2</td>
<td>39.5</td>
<td>23.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMAD (µm)</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: n=3 repetitions. *Indicative for significantly different mDTL of very severe vs moderate COPD inhalation.

Abbreviations: DD, delivered dose; COPD, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease; FPF, fine particle fraction; MMAD, mass median aerodynamic diameter; NA, not available; ND, nominal dose; NGI, next generation impactor; mDTL, modeled dose to the lung; SD, standard deviation.

Figure 6 Visual appearance of the computer mesh used for the CFD calculation. Notes: (A) Mesh of the constructed single path model at the first generation, (B) at the 22nd and 23rd generation, and (C) mesh at the outlet of the 23rd generation.
similar mDTLs for both breathing patterns. Breezhaler and Ellipta vilanterol showed very similar mDTLs only for the breathing pattern of very severe COPD ($P=0.066$).

In all five cases, the modeled mDTL was higher when the breathing pattern of very severe COPD patients was applied (Figure 7). The measured model throat deposition was highest for Genuair with 61%ND (SD 2%) and 63%ND (SD 2%), respectively, followed by Ellipta fluticasone with 57% (SD 1%) and with 53% (SD 2%), Table 2.

Figure S1 provides a visual impression of the throat deposition and Figure S2 shows that throat deposition and mDTL complement each other (eg, very severe COPD breathing pattern).

**CFD simulation**

The effects of the inhaler-characteristics and formulation, for example, of particle size distribution, airflow velocity, and particle mass flow on the deposition pattern were compared. Figure 8 shows the geometry of the individual path model and the muscarinic receptor density color-coded on the surface of the model, as well as the particle deposition resulting from laminar and turbulent simulations considering impaction.

According to Figure 8A in the case of laminar flow, the particle deposition of aerosol from the four inhalers started quite low in the first 4 generations, then decreased even more in the 5th–14th, increased again from the 15th to the 19th generation and rose sharply between the 20th and the 23rd generation (Figure S3A).

For turbulent flow (Figure 8B), there is more deposition from trachea to generation 14 and less in generation 15–23 compared to the laminar flow simulation. This is valid for all tested inhaler aerosols. In reality gravitational settling enhances deposition in the higher generations which motivates pooling of the deposition results from generation 15 to the final alveoles (Figure S3A and B).

The resulting deposition patterns shown in Figure 9 were quite similar for Respimat, Breezhaler, and Ellipta vilanterol particles, but Respimat delivered more particle mass (%ND) to the different lung regions. Genuair and Ellipta fluticasone particles had the lowest overall deposition. Genuair showed the lowest deposition of all inhalers in the first 14 generations, while fluticasone particles were deposited in the lowest amount of all substances in the periphery (G15-alveoles).

**Discussion**

In this study, the hypothesis of different aerosol deposition of Respimat, Breezhaler, Genuair, and Ellipta were tested applying a breathing pattern driven setup based on the Alberta throat model. Aim was the comparison of the particle deposition in throat (experimental in vitro) and lung models (computed in silico). In short, a combination of an idealized throat model in vitro and a subsequent computational CFD deposition estimation in the lung was created.

**NGI and filter measurements with throat model**

Based on measured in vitro results, the three tested dry powder inhalers delivered a smaller percentage of the modeled mDTL of the API than the Respimat inhaler when relating to the ND as given by the label claim (Figure 7). Furthermore, the mDTL was reduced when the moderate COPD breathing pattern was used (Figure 7). On an average, the moderate COPD patient inhaled more strongly than the patient suffering from very severe COPD, and the airflow velocity is higher. Due to this higher velocity, the aerosol particles could hardly follow the airflow through the throat and therefore they impacted in the mouth throat region.\(^1\) The deposition was clearly visible in our in vitro results (Figure S1). The mDTL values of the tested APIs showed significant differences ($0.0004<P<0.033$) between the breathing patterns in the case of all inhaler combinations except the comparisons of Genuair with Ellipta fluticasone (for both breathing patterns) and of Breezhaler with Ellipta vilanterol (for very severe breathing pattern). In the case of Genuair (acldinium) and Ellipta (vilanterol), the in vitro results showed a lower overall delivered dose with the moderate breathing pattern than with the very severe breathing pattern (Table 2). This may be explained by over- or underfilled devices, as the delivered dose values were still in the range of 85%–115% of the label claim.
Figure 8 Particle deposition results of CFD simulations and receptor densities.

Notes: (A) Laminar flow, (B) turbulent flow, and (C) densities of M1 and M3 muscarinic receptors. Blue, density not known; red, high density; green, low to medium density; yellow, medium to high density. Total modeled particle mass to the lung: Respimat droplets 7.9 mg (including water as a solvent), Breezhaler API particles 0.03 mg, Genuair API particles 0.16 mg, Ellipta vilanterol particles 0.12 mg, Ellipta fluticasone particles 0.37 mg.

Abbreviations: API, active pharmaceutical ingredient; CFD, computational fluid dynamics.
The flow rates of the applied breathing patterns were all in a quite optimal range for the tested DPI inhalers. The flow rates were higher than 30 L/min which is the minimum required air flow of most DPIs. Breezhaler requires a minimum flow rate of 30 L/min, while the optimal flow rate is 60 L/min. Genuair shows the optimal FPF at flows of 45 L/min.

The active inhaler Respimat can also be used at lower flow rates, as its aerosol generation is independent of the air flow rate and consequently the deposition did not vary significantly ($P=0.0991$, 95% CI) between the two breathing patterns investigated.

The ideal particle size distribution for inhaled pharmaceutical aerosols is still under discussion. The deposition in the airways does not only depend on particle size, but it depends also on flow rate, timing of the inhalation, and airway geometry which all can vary considerably in patients. For example, Weda et al reported for salbutamol that a high FPF and a lot of small particles may cause side effects. Small particles with sizes of ~1.7 µm led to more side effects like lower $K^+$-serum and increased heart rate whereas there was hardly any difference in therapeutic effect on FEV$_1$.

Howarth showed that a particle size of 2.8 µm was better for ipratropium and salbutamol than 1.5 or 5 µm concerning the positive effect on FEV$_1$ and reduced side effects. A particle size of >5 µm up to 10 µm leads mainly to bronchial deposition and >10 µm the particles are filtered by the upper respiratory tract, namely the mouth–throat region as shown by model simulations. The MMAD values determined after passage of the mouth–throat model were given in Table 2. Specifically, the Respimat delivered the largest particles at the outlet of the throat model: MMAD =3.7 µm.

In contrast, the dry powder inhalers generated MMAD values between 1.8 µm (vilanterol) and 3.2 µm (fluticasone), whereas glycopyrronium (2.5 µm) and aclidinium (2.4 µm) were in a medium range. Because of the generally higher flow rate in DPIs which require fast inhalation for deagglomeration, the generation of particles with smaller diameters is essential for passing the mouth–throat region. Once the small particles have passed the glottis, they follow the airways toward the periphery and deposition takes place in higher generations, provided the inhalation maneuver is carried out correctly.

**CFD model**

Comparing the single path model to Finlay’s publication, similar volumes for generation 0–15 were found (Figure 5). Regarding generations 15–23 the air ducts in the present lung model had a lower volume compared to Finlay’s lung. Starting from generation 15, the alveolar volume is known to contribute to the lung volume. In our model, the contribution of alveoles and alveolar sacs was considered by boundary conditions defining an appropriate air outflow for each individual generation. This eliminated the need for any individual geometric representations of the volume of alveoles. An alternative realized, for example, by the COPHIT project might be the use of a Windkessel model. Because our model approach employs simplifications which
stimulate further discussions but are not accessible to direct experimental investigations, the quantitative comparison in Figure 9 is limited to generation 14. The remainder of deposited material is pooled. A more detailed analysis is presented in Figure S3A and B. Two flow models were compared in this study, a model with laminar airflow and constant inlet profile and a LRN k-ω-SST turbulence model with a turbulent inflow of particles into the trachea, as these in silico methods were found to match experimental data of Oldham et al\textsuperscript{30} best. A small difference was motivated by a different turbulent inlet profile compared to the study by Longest and Vinchurkar.\textsuperscript{14}

Symmetric outflow conditions at the two ends of all bifurcations were applied, such as proposed by Longest and Vinchurkar.\textsuperscript{14} This was only an approximation and it provided one typical path of an idealized healthy lung.

### Interpretation of CFD results

Our findings in the CFD simulation showed that there is deposition deep in the lung for all four inhaler aerosols, starting already in the alveolar ducts. It is likely that alveolar deposition in generations >20 was overestimated in our simulation, especially in case of the laminar flow condition. The advantage of the present model is the side by side comparison of the aerosol distributions in the different lung regions. In the literature, the deposition efficiency of every single generation in comparison to the others in the same simulation was mainly depending on the diameter of the airway.\textsuperscript{1}

### Comparison with in vivo scintigraphy studies

For Breezhaler and Relvar Ellipta there is no scintigraphic in vivo data available, but for Respimat and Genuair scintigraphic deposition data on total lung deposition agreed well with our in vitro results (Table 2; Figures 8 and 9).

Brand et al\textsuperscript{35} found for Respimat in trained patients a scintigraphic dose of 53%DD (SD 17%DD), whereas 25%DD (SD 10%DD) were delivered to the central airways, 18%DD (SD 6%DD) to the intermediate and 10%DD (SD 3%DD) to the peripheral (small) airways. In addition, Brand et al\textsuperscript{35} found 44%–63% lung deposition (at inhalation flow rates of 60 and 15 L/min) and 34%–50% throat deposition (at flow rates of 15 and 60 L/min).

Our findings were a mDTL of 59%ND (SD 5%ND, moderate COPD) resp 67%ND (5%ND, very severe COPD) which corresponded well to the above in vivo data.

Figure 9 depicts for Respimat that the laminar simulation showed a deposition of 4% for Generation (Gen) 0–4, 1% for Gen 5–14, and 63% for Gen 15-alveolar sacs. The turbulent simulation showed a deposition of 11% for Generation 0–4, 4% for Gen 5–14, 9% and 54% for Gen 14-alveolar sacs.

The in silico results describing the local distribution are difficult to compare to in vivo scintigraphic 2D images. On these types of pictures, it is almost impossible to separate deposition by generation number. The deposition in the more central airways is often overestimated as small airways that are lying in front and on the back side of the large central airways will be counted to the central group. Meanwhile, alveolar deposition is underestimated. Furthermore, our model underestimated central deposition as the geometry was very smooth and did not contain cartilaginous rings which alter the shape of the airways and could have enhanced deposition by increased turbulence.

For the Respimat prototype III Newman et al\textsuperscript{33} found a different lung deposition pattern: in the central lung zone 10%MD (SD 3%MD) were deposited, in the intermediate zone 15%MD (SD 4%MD), and in the peripheral zone 14%MD (SD 4%MD) whereas the MDI delivered only 5%MD (SD 2%MD), 5%MD (SD 2%MD), and 5%MD (SD 1%MD) in these 3 zones. These results for Respimat do not match our simulation study because our peripheral zone ranged from generation 15 to the alveole and, therefore, comprised a much larger part of the lung.

Newman et al\textsuperscript{14} found for Genuair a whole lung deposition of 30%MD (SD 7%MD) which compared very well to our findings. Deposition in the oropharynx was found to be 55%MD (SD 7%MD; which is also in agreement to our findings). There were 10%MD deposited in the most central lung zone, and 3%MD in the most peripheral (4%–5% in the four middle lung zones between). However, more active ingredient was deposited in the central airways than in the peripheral airways while in our simulation (laminar and turbulent flow) it was the other way around. For example, the turbulent flow simulation showed a deposition of 3, 1, 6, and 32%ND from central to peripheral airways (Figure S3B, Genuair).

### Comparison of deposition site and muscarinic receptor density

According to Ikeda et al there is a very low density of M1 receptors in the first generations increasing until the 23rd and a high density of M3 receptors in the 3rd generation decreasing until the 23rd generation (Table S1) and study by Ikeda et al\textsuperscript{18}). The amount of submucosal glands which are targets for muscarinic antagonists is high in the large airways and decreases with generation number. Smooth muscles that are also targets for muscarinic antagonists show a completely
different distribution pattern in the lungs as their amount is relatively low in the large airways, it is increasing until the bronchioles and they are not present in the alveoli. By definition “small airways” with a diameter of <2 mm exist between generation 10 and 23. They get blocked more easily by extensive mucus secretion and wall thickening because of lung repair or remodeling.35

According to the simulation (Figure 9; Figure S3A and B) all aerosols were deposited to the highest extent in the small airways that have alveoli and alveolar sacs (15th–23rd generation, increasing with each further generation). There was very little deposition in the 5th–14th generation for all four aerosols.

The Respimat and Brezhaler aerosol deposition simulations showed high deposition in the 3rd, 4th, and in the 15th–23rd generation. This deposition pattern fitted quite well to the distribution of muscarinic receptors in the lung. In contrast to the Respimat and Brezhaler aerosols on the one hand, the Genuair and Ellipta (both, vilanterol and fluticasone) aerosols showed very low particle deposition and deposition efficiencies in the first generations (1st–14th, Figure 8; Figure S3A and B). Calculated deposition in the smaller airways (Gen 15 – alveoles) was in the 30%–50% range. Interestingly, the model predicted the lowest relative deposition in the lung periphery for fluticasone.

The deposition pattern in the 23 generations of the idealized single-path in silico lung model visually seemed to be similar for Respimat and Ellipta (Figure 8), but numerical evaluations revealed that Respimat delivered more relative particle mass (%ND) to the upper airways than Ellipta, and at the same time, Respimat provided the highest relative deposition in the periphery (Figure 9).

Limitations of the combined in vitro–in silico model

A number of restrictions of our study and areas for future research should be mentioned: the obvious limitations of in vitro studies such as the present one are the simplification of the throat model (it might be useful to generate data based on a set of models), the modeling of the inhalation flow profile (the patient-induced variability is evident), and the selection of CFD methods which all influence the final results.

In silico, assumptions were made for particle density, idealized lung geometry including branching angles. The detailed geometry of alveoles was simplified by applying boundary conditions called outflow and sink. The deposition in generations 15–23 may be overestimated because all particles that flow into the sink were trapped. Exhalation and breath-holding were not accounted for. Furthermore, our model neglected Brownian motion, sedimentation through gravitation and particle-to-particle collision. Deposition in the 8th–14th generation seemed to be underestimated which may be due to the assumption of symmetric branching.

Furthermore, numerical simulations are needed, for example, a simulation of the lung with mouth–throat geometry and with more branches because in nature the flow and the deposition are asymmetrical. This can influence the flow and deposition pattern.36 Another simulation with instationary flow would be useful. The effect of different branching angles could be studied, too. At present, the prediction of the therapeutic effectiveness can be made only based on in vivo studies and bridging from deposition data to clinical effects has just started.37

Conclusion

In summary, the comparison of the different inhalers is possible and the main influencing mechanism seems to be throat deposition due to different flow resistances and operation principles, which in turn influence the patients’ inhalation flow profiles. Apart from different disease-specific flow profiles, the effects of the patient’s disease (bronchoconstriction, reduced or even blocked air exchange in parts of the lung, fate of drug particles after deposition, clearance) are not assessed. However, for the purpose of comparison of inhalers, the setting may provide high reproducibility and therefore enable the detection of minute differences between inhaled products.

The combined in vitro and in silico results for Respimat show the lowest throat deposition and at the same time the highest deposition in the whole lung and in the different lung generations in comparison to the DPIs. The model investigations predict that the Respimat droplets deposit in a more uniformly distributed way in the different lung regions compared to dry powder particles of the investigated inhalers.

Future trends

In vitro test systems and CFD simulations are needed that can accurately predict total lung dose delivered from a number of inhalers including pMDIs, pMDIs with spacers, DPIs, and nebulizers. Especially in children, where ethical reasons prohibit many clinical studies, pediatric throat models and computational simulations will support the development of better delivery systems.

3D human lung models, based on CT-data from real patients, and when combined with a pharmacokinetic simulation, could help decrease the number of preclinical and
clinical studies. Such models could also decrease the number of human subjects needed in Phase I trials and reduce the need for scintigraphic deposition studies.
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